
Windows 10 Slide Show 
 

1. Windows 10 Installed – This is what it will look like when you are done. 
2. Details of the actual installation on 7/29/2015. This is TH1 Professional Build 10240, and the final 

commercial release may be slightly different. 
3. Downloading the file will take anywhere from 5 minutes on a fast Comcast connection to over an hour on 

a slow DSL or ATT U-verse connection 
4. This is the first of three phases of the install – Copying files even on a Fast i7 with a very fast SSD drive it 

takes a while and the screen goes blank a couple times 
5. Now we start the second of three phases of the install – Installing features even on a Fast i7 with a very 

fast SSD drive it’s a little quicker but it has the disturbing habit  of the screen going  blank while it reboots 
without letting you know 

6. Finally the last phase a bit quicker but like the other phase the screen goes blank while it reboots without 
letting you know 

7. Finally we a are ready to start the install process that we are used to seeing 
8. The normal Legal stuff, you  know I agree to whatever you say, Blah Blah 
9. Hmmmmm, interesting you might be tempted to just accept the express install. NOT RECOMMENDED 

and we will see why in the next pages Notice in the lest lower corner the words Customize settings in a 
lighter color not as bright as the dialog under Get going fast we will select Customize settings. 

10. Note the third item **Let apps use your  advertising ID for experiences across apps** No I don’t think so 
11. Now this Customize setting looks pretty simple but let’s look at the Connectivity and error reporting 

section.  
First item – Turn Off  so you decide what networks to connect to  
Second item – Turn Off , Do you really want to automatically connect to Networks you don’t know 
anything about??  
Third Item Leave On  

12. These are the changes I made to my Desktop and Laptop Settings 
13. I took all of the defaults 
14. Result of the defaults, the jury is still out about the Photo selections!!! 
15. Finally, now if you didn’t have a Microsoft Account, this would be the place that you would have to create 

one. That is why we recommend getting one before you start the update. 
16. Wrong it does take a while even in my i7 & SSD based system 
17. This one goes fairly quickly unless you have a lot of Applications 
18. Finally after rebooting a number of times during this whole process you get to your desktop, assuming 

you have a Desktop or Laptop computer. 
The system has to install all your attached devices, note printers are installed with the basic Windows 
drivers and you will have to load the drivers from your printer manufacturer to get all the features they 
install for your printer or All-in-One printers 


